
 “It was the lessons I learned here at SSCV and the man that I’ve become here that made me align properly and
realize the opportunities I had and make sure to fully pursue my passion and fully stand up through all the
adversity and the problems I had throughout my career. In many, many ways, I would not be where I am today
without this club.” - River Radamus, former SSCV alpine athlete, former Vail Ski & Snowboard
Academy student, Olympian and U.S. Alpine Ski Team athlete

“SSCV turns hobbies into passions and passions into dreams and they support those dreams and the kids who
dream them with everything they have until they become a reality. . . . I would not be here without the coaches
. . . every SSCV coach I’ve had the pleasure of working with [is] the embodiment of Character, Courage and
Commitment. They’ve taught me what those words mean in action.” - Tess Johnson, former SSCV mogul
athlete, Vail Ski & Snowboard Academy graduate, Olympian and U.S. Mogul Team athlete

“My coaches and teammates at SSCV remain some of the most important people in my life today and through
them I definitely learned the importance of hard work, determination, and discipline as well as how to have
fun, and I think that balanced mindset is extremely important.” - Maddie Donovan, former SSCV Nordic
athlete, Vail Mountain School graduate, Dartmouth College graduate and former Dartmouth Nordic Ski
Team athlete

“The coaches and the whole atmosphere has helped me overcome so many challenges...The culture is
absolutely amazing, super supportive.” - Riley Jacobs, former SSCV freeski athlete and U.S. Freeski Team
athlete

“SSCV has made a tremendous impact on my athletic and academic achievements. SSCV taught me how to
work hard and play hard, all built on a foundation of trust and community… I wouldn’t trade my experience
with SSCV for the world.”   - Emma Resnick, former SSCV alpine athlete, Vail Mountain School
graduate, Dartmouth College student and U.S. Alpine Ski Team athlete

 “Between the workouts, training [and] traveling to races, I learned how to manage my time efficiently and
really learned the importance of working hard and persevering to reach my goals.” - Clay Kirwood, former
SSCV alpine athlete, Vail Mountain School   graduate, Dartmouth College graduate and former
Dartmouth Alpine Ski Team athlete

“SSCV has taught me about a lot of the core values, Character, Courage and Commitment, and I’ve taken those
throughout my whole life –   everything I do - snowboarding, school, just everyday life.” - Jack Coyne,
former SSCV snowboard athlete, Vail Ski & Snowboard Academy graduate and former U.S. Snowboard
Team athlete
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